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Abstract—Cognitive radios (CRs) are proposed to alleviate the huge need for radio spectrum. There are two known steps for a pair of

CRs to start communication: the rendezvous and data-channel negotiation. Despite that the rendezvous can be achieved by some

well-studied techniques such as the channel hopping, the strategies for data-channel negotiation receive much less attention and their

impact on data transmission performance remains unclear. In this paper, we study existing data-channel negotiation schemes for

channel-hopping CRs and observe that 1) for short data transmission, they incur a huge overhead, called notification delay, that

severely limits the throughput; and 2) for long data transmission, they lead to large overhead, called interruption delay, in handling the

PU interruption, which makes performance unstable. By carefully re-examining the steps toward low-overhead and stable data

transmission, we argue that a key step, called self-channel selection, is missing and should precede the rendezvous and data channel

selection steps. In this step, each CR selects, in a distributed manner, only a small amount of the most stable channels to be used in the

later steps. To realize the self-channel selection, we introduce a Randomly-Started Stability-Descent (RSSD) selection algorithm.

Expensive simulations are conducted and the results demonstrate the effectiveness of RSSD in reducing 1) the notification delay;

2) the chance of PU interruption; and 3) the interruption delay if PU interruption occurs, which overall improve the performance and

quality of data transmission.

Index Terms—Cognitive radios, channel hopping, data-channel negotiation, self-channel selection

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

THE need for radio spectrum is huge due to the rapidly
increasing number of wireless devices. Literature [1]

shows that even in a crowded place such as a city, there are
still spectrum holes across time and space. Cognitive Radios
(CRs) allow the Secondary Users (SUs) to opportunistically
utilize the available channels, i.e., channels that have been
allocated to the Primary Users (PUs, or called licensed users)
but are idle currently, to communicate with each other, thus
mitigate the spectrum demand.

There are two known steps for a pair of CRs to start
communication: the rendezvous and data-channel negotiation.
By rendezvous we mean that two CRs will tune into some
common available channels at the same time. One popular
technique that guides CRs to rendezvous is Channel Hopping
(CH) [2], [3], [4], [5]. A CH scheme, programmed in each
CR in a network, divides the time of a radio evenly into time
slots, and requires the radio to hop to a sequence of channels
in some predefined order at consecutive slots. This seq-
uence is called the CH sequence for that radio. The CH
scheme ensures that, by following their CH sequences, two

radios can rendezvous with each other within a finite delay
called rendezvous delay, which amounts to Oðn2Þ, where n is
the number of channels each CR can sense. The merit of
channel hopping is that it is fully-distributed and allows dif-
ferent pairs of CRs to rendezvous at different channels, pre-
venting congestion.

After rendezvous, two CRs need to agree on one or more
common available channels and use these channels as the
data-channels for data transmission. The data size may be
either small (e.g., when transmitting text) or large (e.g., when
transmitting multimedia) in the same application scenario.
For example, in the battle field, some CRs may exchange their
GPS coordinates (small) and somemay relay enemymonitor-
ing videos (large). Despite that the rendezvous problem has
been widely studied in the literature [6], the strategies for
data-channel negotiation receive much less attention and are
usually introduced in an ad hocmanner following the rendez-
vous schemes. The impact of different data-channel negotia-
tion schemes on the data transmission performance, both for
small and large data size, remains unclear.

In this paper, we thoroughly review existing data-channel
negotiation schemes for channel hopping CRs and give an in-
depth study of their performance in data transmission.
Generally, existing data-channel negotiation schemes for
channel hopping CRs can be categorized into the in-band and
out-of-band schemes. The out-of-band schemes assume there
exist dedicated data-channels out of those channels used for
rendezvous, while in-band schemes do not assume dedicated
data-channels. We find that (1) it is not likely to assign
dedicated data-channels for SUs globally as PUs can occupy
the dedicated data-channels at any time in any specific
region. So the in-band schemes are more realistic for a
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distributed environment. (2) However, when transmitting
small data,1 the in-band schemes incur delay overhead called
the notification delay, which amounts to OðnÞ slots and is usu-
ally much longer than the time actually spent in data trans-
mission. This is because that for a pair of channel hopping
CRs, the sender need to wait for the receiver to hop to some
common channel whenever it wants to begin a new data
transmission. The throughput is severely limited. (3) Further-
more, when transmitting big data, the in-band schemes give
unstable performance because a longer data transmission
time makes the transmission itself vulnerable to the sudden
data-channel unavailability due to PUs (called the PU inter-
ruption). When PU interruption occurs, the sender and
receiver need to switch to another common channel to resume
the transmission, causing the interruption delay, which
amounts to the notification delay if that common channel has
already been identified in the previous rendezvous; otherwise
rendezvous relay (so the sender and receiver can discover
new common channel via rendezvous). This unstable perfor-
mance make CRs hard to support jitter-sensitive applications
(e.g., voice/video streams). How to ensure the low overhead,
stable data transmission between channel hopping CRs
remains an important but open problem.

Instead of proposing a new data-channel negotiation
scheme, we argue that a key step is missing: the self-channel
selection, where each CR i individually selects a small set Vi,
jVij � n, of the most stable2 channels first and only use
these channels for rendezvous and data transmission. Since
each receiver i hops among jVij channels rather than n dur-
ing channel hopping, the rendezvous delay can be reduced

from Oðn2Þ to OðjVij2Þ and the notification delay can be
reduced from OðnÞ to OðjVijÞ. Given that jVij � n, these
both increase the throughput of short data transmission and
reduce the interruption delay during long data transmis-
sion. Furthermore, because channels used for data transmis-
sions are stable, the PU interruption problem can be
alleviated.

Self-channel selection brings new challenges. To preserve
connectivity, self-channel selection on a CR needs to ensure
that the selected channels will overlap those of another if
these two CRs sense any available channel in common
(so they can still discover each other in the rendezvous
step). Furthermore, the overlaps of the selected channels of
different CR pairs should spread out different channels to
avoid congestion in data-transmission. Guaranteeing the
above is challenging because different CRs sense different
available channels and there’s no way for one to know the
others’ available channels before rendezvous. We introduce
a Randomly-Started Stability-Descent selection algorithm that
(1) guarantees the overlap and spread-out, and (2) allows
the number of selected channels jVij to be as low as Oð ffiffiffi

n
p Þ

in most situations (3) while making sure that all selected
channels have stability above a threshold and are as high as
possible.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first in-depth
study on different data transmission techniques between
the channel hopping CRs. Following summarizes the contri-
butions of this paper:

� We compare four existing data-channel negotiation
schemes for channel hopping CRs through qualita-
tive discussion and quantitative measurement of
their performance.

� Based on the results, we observe that current in-
band schemes, although fully-distributed, incur a
huge overhead (specifically, notification delay) for
short data transmissions and the instability for long
data transmissions (specifically, occasional interrup-
tion delay).

� We introduce the notion of self-channel selection
preceding the neighbor discovery and/or data-chan-
nel negotiation to walk around the above problems.

� We propose the RSSD algorithm to realize the self-
channel selection. We also discuss the practical usage
of RSSD and its optimizations. Specifically, we pro-
pose a unified method to integrate RSSD with most
existing CH rendezvous schemes (for in-band data
transmission).

� We conduct extensive simulations and the results
show that RSSD achieves 50 percent of delay reduction
for small data transmission and can avoid at most
70 percent of interruptions for large data transmission.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 iden-
tifies the steps required for CRs to communicate with each
other. Section 3 compares performance of existing data-
channel negotiation schemes and motivates the self-channel
selection. Section 4.1 introduces RSSD. Section 6 evaluates
the performance of RSSD and Section 7 reviews related
work. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 PRELIMINARIES

Next, we briefly describe the practical conditions of the CR
environment and review existing CH schemes for rendez-
vous in such environment, then discuss the notification and
re-transmission mechanism in details. Then we review and
summarize existing data-channel negotiation schemes.

2.1 The CR Environment

In practice, studies [10], [11] show that almost every geo-
graphical area has several unused channels, and the occu-
pied channels Di and Dj sensed by nearby users are usually
similar but not the same. In addition, some patterns of spec-
trum usage have been observed in the literature.

Condition 1. The usage of many bands, including PLM,
fixed/maritime mobile, Paging, SMS, FMS, GPS, satellite,
MDS, ITFS, surveillance radar, and TV aux, etc., is usually
lower than 10 percent [11], [12].

Condition 2. Channels in the mid- to low-usage bands are
often used sporadically (i.e., sparsely and geographically
divergently) [1], [10].

Condition 3. In the same region, spectrum holes in some
channels last very long while some appear for a very
short duration[13].

Based on the above condition, CRs can utilize the low-
usage channels at different time and space, and should use
the stable channels with long vacancy time to avoid fre-
quent PU interruptions.

1. Specifically, data which require less than a single slot to transmit.
2. We say that a channel is stable if its availability does not change

frequently due to PU activities [7], [8], [9].
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2.2 CH Schemes for Rendezvous

Assume that the spectrum sensible to CRs can be divided
into a set U ¼ f0; 1; 2; . . .g of channels. Each channel in U is
either occupied by nearby Primary Users (PUs) or idle for
opportunistic usage for Secondary Users (SUs, or simply
CRs), and we let Di be the set of PU occupied channels that
CR i detects. The time of each CR i is divided evenly into

time slots, denoted as t
½0�
i ; t

½1�
i ; . . .. We do not assume any timer

synchronization between CRs. So given an index x, slots t
½x�
i

and t
½x�
j of two CRs i and j may have arbitrary shift in time.

We say that two slots t
½x�
i and t

½y�
j have time-overlap if they

overlap for an interval longer than half of a slot, and the slot
is set long enough such that the handshaking can be done
[2], [3], [6] during the interval.

A CH scheme lets each CR hop to a channel at each time
slot and wait for rendezvous with other CRs. Specifically, it
generates a Channel Hopping sequence (CH sequence)

Si ¼ ½s½0�i ; s
½1�
i ; . . .�, where s

½x�
i 2 UnDi, for each CR i such that

i hops to channel s
½0�
i at slot t

½0�
i , and s

½1�
i at slot t

½1�
i , and so on.

Definition 1 (Rendezvous). Given a pair of CRs i and j in a

network, the CRs i and j rendezvous if s
½x�
i ¼ s

½y�
j ¼ c for some

x, y, and c, where t
½x�
i time-overlaps with t

½y�
j and c is in both

UnDi and UnDj.

Two CRs are said to rendezvous if they hop to some com-
mon idle channel at a pair of time-overlapping slots. Note
that it is impossible for two CRs to rendezvous if they have
no idle channels in common, i.e., ðUnDiÞ \ ðUnDjÞ ¼ ;.

The Maximum Time To Rendezvous (MTTR) between any
CR pairs i and j satisfying ðUnDiÞ \ ðUnDjÞ ¼ ; is an impor-
tant metric to evaluate a CH scheme. The shorter MTTR the

better. Traditional CH schemes [14], [15] give Oðn2Þ MTTR,
where n = |U|. Recent studies [5], [16] propose the short-
cycledCH schemes that guarantee OðjVijjVjjÞ MTTR if Si is

defined over some channel set jVij � jUnDij(i.e., s½x�i 2 Vi for
any x), Sj is defined over some jVjj � jUnDjj, and jVij \
jVjj 6¼ ;.

Generally, at rendezvous, two CRs can exchange their
(1) channel availabilities so to identify common available
channels; and (2) hopping schedules (e.g., CH sequences) for
future communication. The channels at rendezvous of differ-
ent CR pairs are expected to evenly spread among U to avoid
congestion. The CH schemes that guarantee this is calledwell-
formed.

2.3 Data-Channel Negotiation After Rendezvous

In some practices of radio communications with center
control, one may divide the radio spectrum into the dedi-
cated control-channels (for rendezvous and CH schedule
exchange) and data-channels. We call a data-channel negoti-
ation scheme as an Out-of-Band (OB) scheme if it uses
dedicated data-channels out of control channels. For ad hoc
CRs (where the channel hopping targets to), OB is not a suit-
able scheme because without center control, the dedicated
data-channel may easily become unavailable due to PU
interruptions or SU collisions..

Thus, it is better for ad hoc CRs to employ a scheme that
can pick any of the common available channels between a CR

pair as a data-channel, including those used for rendezvous.
This kind of schemes are called the In-Band (IB) schemes.
Data-channels in these schemes can be selected based on
some criteria (such as bandwidth, channel capacity, and chan-
nel state information, etc) indicating the quality of data trans-
mission. A straightforward IB scheme is to choose the channel
that gives the best quality of data transmission. However, this
schememay incur serious congestion on that “best channel.”

To avoid the concentration of data transmission, a data-
base for querying the current channel usage or a dispatcher
distributing transmissions to different channels in a round
robin fashion would have worked well [17], [18]. However,
these methods requires centralized infrastructures thus can-
not apply to ad hoc CRs. Another way is to let CRs reach an
agreement either by pooling from or cooperating with
neighboring CRs for every transmission [19], [20]. But the
agreement may take extremely long time to reach because
each pooling/cooperation needs to rendezvous with neigh-
bors first and the rendezvous delay is generally long (Oðn2Þ
slots in the worse case). Moreover, the delayed agreement
cannot represent the current channel condition.

From the above, we need a distributed data-channel
negotiation scheme that is able to select data-channels in a
short time and to spread the transmission evenly to avail-
able channels. Recall that a well-formed CH scheme can
scatter rendezvous evenly to different channels. Accord-
ingly, CR can leverage this nature of CH scheme right after
rendezvous to spread the data transmissions uniformly to
different channels. Here, we summarize three data-channel
negotiation schemes that work in conjunction with a well-
formed CH scheme. Different from rendezvous schemes,
the data-channel negotiation schemes can safely assume the
role (i.e., sender or receiver) of each CR in a pair, by virtue
of the network or application protocols. And we say a data
transmission is a multi-slot transmission if it spends multiple
time slots; otherwise a single-slot transmission.

Depending on at which slot the receiver will be notified
and what channels to be selected as data-channels, the
schemes can be categorized as follows:

In Rendezvous (IR) [21], [22]. Once the data arrives at the
sender CR, IR relies on the next rendezvous slot to notify the
receiver and start transmission. IR does not change CRs’ hop-
ping schedule (i.e., CH sequences) so that a pair of CRs trans-
mit data only in the rendezvous slot. If the transmission time is
longer than a time slot, the CR pair will stop the transmission
at the end of the slot and resume at the next rendezvous slot. A
re-transmission caused by either PU interruption or SU colli-
sion also needs towait for the next rendezvous slot to resume.

Sticky In-band (SIB) [7], [8], [9]. Unlike IR, SIB allows the
sender CRs to change its hopping schedule for transmission.
When the receiver hops to a common available channel, the
sender (knowing the receiver’s schedule after rendezvous)
can actively hop to the same channel at the same time and
use that channel as the data-channel. After that, the sender
and receiver will stick in this data-channel until the data
transmission completes. When encountering a interrupted
transmission, the CR pair hops to another common avail-
able channel if it exists, otherwise they try to re-rendezvous.

Following In-band (FIB) [3], [23]. Like SIB, FIB also allows
the sender to change its hopping schedule. The sender waits
for the receiver to hop to a common available channel and
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notifies the receiver to start transmission using that channel.
The difference is that when the transmission time is longer
than a time slot, the sender will follow the schedule of the
receiver and hop to the next channel in the receiver’s CH
sequence in the next slot to continue data transmission.
When the current channel in the receiver’s schedule is not
available for the sender, they will pause transmission dur-
ing the slot and resume thereafter. FIB employs the same re-
transmission procedures as SIB.

The performance of the above data-channel negotiation
schemes has not been well-studied.

3 SELF-CHANNEL SELECTION

In this section, we conduct simulations to investigate the
performance of existing data-channel negotiation schemes.
Our observations motivate a strong need for the self-chan-
nel selection step preceding the rendezvous. We then for-
mally define the self-channel selection problem.

3.1 Communication Procedure

The procedure of data transmission for ad hoc CRs are not
clearly defined in existing work. Currently, neighbor dis-
covery and data-channel negotiation are two known general
steps required at the MAC layer for a pair of CRs to start
communication, as shown in Fig. 1. At the very beginning,
each CR needs to discover their neighbor CRs by rendez-
vous. Depending on what information is exchanged at the
rendezvous time, two CRs may choose data-channels fol-
lowing different ways characterized by different data-chan-
nel negotiation schemes. In addition to the above steps, we
identify two parts that are currently not clearly defined,
namely the notification procedure and re-negotiation mecha-
nism of data-channel.

Notification. After rendezvous, there’s an often-neglected
notification procedure between the sender and receiver. By
knowing the schedules (CH sequence) of other CRs, a
sender CR can initiate a data transmission as follows. Upon
data arrival, the sender first buffers the data and wait for
the receiver to hop to a common channel at some coming
slot. At that slot, the sender switches to the common channel
and sends a notification to the receiver. After this notifica-
tion procedure, the sender and receiver can negotiate, based
on some data-channel negotiation scheme, one or more
data-channels/slots to begin data transmission.

Re-Negotiation of Data-Channel. The re-negotiation mecha-
nism is another important but often-neglected part. Since in a
CR network, a data-channel may suddenly become unavail-
able, either due to the occurrence of PUs (called PU interrup-
tion) or other SUs (called SU collision). The data transmission

may be interrupted and CR’s need to find out another com-
mon available channel to resume the transmission. If there
was another common channel identified in the previous ren-
dezvous, the CR pair can resume the transmission on that
common available channel after a new notification procedure.
Otherwise they need to re-rendezvous. The detail re-transmis-
sion flow is depicted in the lower right of Fig. 1.

The impact of the above steps on data transmission per-
formance is not well studied so far.

3.2 Experimental Observations

Next, we identify the limitations of the current communica-
tion procedure.We follow the conditions shown in Section 2.1
to simulate the CR environment, and the detailed settings are
described in Section 6.

Metrics. One of the most direct and important metrics to
measure the performance of a data transmission is its delay,
as many other metrics such as throughput depend on it. In
the following, we categorize and list the delays happening
in different communication steps that prolong the data
transmission time:

� Switching delay: The time spends on hopping to a
new channel and sensing the availability of the new
channel, which usually happens when requiring
a re-transmission on another common available
channel or hopping for avoiding congestion. We sep-
arate all switching delays from other delays. IR may
waste most time on hopping and FIB also spends
non-negligible time for it.

� Notification delay: The interval from the data
arrives at the sender to the time the receiver is noti-
fied and reaches a consensus on data-channels with
the sender. In OB, SIB, and FIB, the sender with
data needs to wait for the receiver to hop to a com-
mon available channel for notifying it, which last
for OðnÞ slots. For IR, the notification delay may be
much higher while the sender needs to wait for the
next rendezvous to notify the receiver, where the

Oðn2Þ MTTR is usually several seconds to minutes
[3], [4], [21].

� Pure transmission time: The time needed for trans-
mitting data under specified data rate without any
interruption, which is independent to data-channel
negotiation schemes.

� Interruption delay: The total time needed before re-
transmissions can start after the current transmission
is interrupted. A data transmission may involve
multiple re-transmissions to complete, so the inter-
ruption delay may consist of multiple times of the

Fig. 1. Steps for CRs to begin data transmission (the shaded steps are currently missing). We propose an optional step called “self-channel
selection.”
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delay for re-seeking common available channels
and/or re-rendezvous.

� Idle & waiting: The time that a CR remains idle dur-
ing a data transmission or rendezvous, e.g., the ran-
dom back-off time after collision and the hardware
waiting time for channel switching.

To demonstrate the time these delays happen in a commu-
nication, we show a case of a data-channel negotiation
between two CRs with a small channel set. Given two CRs i
and j, Vi ¼ ½1; 3; 4� and Vj ¼ ½2; 3; 4�, the timeline of delays is
depicted in Fig. 2. In the figure, a box represents a slot and
the number inside the box is the channel that the CR is
tuned in. Note that, the time scales in Fig. 2 are adjusted for
clarity and may not be true in practice.

The delay timeline of IR is in Fig. 2a. The sender i is going
to send the data to the receiver j, and the notification delay
starts when the data arrives at i, and it ends when j con-
firms the notification on a common available channel, chan-
nel 3 in this case. The switching delay happens every time
when i and j hop to another channel. Interruption delay
takes place when some PUs or other CRs interfere with the
data-channel, channel 4 in this case i and j are using, and it
ends when i meets and re-notifies j on another common
available channel, channel 3. The pure transmission time is
the sum of the transmission time spent in different slots.

For SIB and FIB, their timelines are very similar to the
timeline of IR, so we only describe the differences that only
exist after the notification. For CRs using SIB, the sender and
receiver stick in the channel theymet until the data transmis-
sion completes. For CRs using FIB, the sender transmits data

in successive channels in the receiver’s hopping schedule
after the notification.

The delay timeline of OB is depicted in Fig. 2b. After the
notification, i and j hop to the predefined data-channel d
and start the data transmission. When the interruption
comes, i and j wait for channel d to be clear of interference
again, and then they restart the data transmission after a re-
notification.

Note that, the switching delay is not counted in the other
delays, and the reason is to better demonstrate that the main
overhead of a data-channel negotiation is not the channel
hopping, which is the inherent feature of channel-hopping
CRs, and can be further reduced.

Next, we run the existing data-channel negotiation
schemes in a simulated PU-dynamic environment under
the Condition 3 and study the delay performance of short
and long transmissions respectively. Detailed settings about
the simulation environment are described in Section. 6. Fol-
lowing summarizes our findings:

One-Slot Transmissions Suffer from High Overhead. Fig. 3a
shows the breakdown of average data transmission time for
transmitting small data. We can see significant overheads
than the actual/pure data transmission. Specifically, the
notification delay accounts for at least 50 percent of total
transmission time for all selection schemes. Another major
overhead is the interruption delay, which takes 10�40 per-
cent of the total transmission time.

Multi-Slot Transmissions are Unstable. For large data,
Fig. 3b shows the ratio of interrupted transmissions.
Although the interruption rate seems not large, it seriously

Fig. 2. (a) A case of delay timeline for a pair of CRs using IR. (b) A case of delay timeline for a pair of CRs using OB.
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degrades the worst 5 percent of transmissions. Fig. 4 shows
the breakdown of data transmission time for the 4 selection
schemes. Two kinds of data transmission time are studied:
one averaged over all transmissions and another averaged
over those with longest 5 percent of delay. By comparing the
two,we see that theworst 5 percent transmissions take above
25 percent extra time than the average. This is mainly
resulted from the interrupt delay, showing that the long

transmissions are vulnerable to PU dynamic. In addition,
the idle & waiting time increases relatively large in the worst
5 percent. This reflects the extra time spent inwaiting for ran-
dom back-off on a congested channel. The long transmis-
sions are also sensitive to SU interference/collisions.

Note that the above delay measurements do not suggest
which data-channel negotiation scheme is the best. For
example, although OB’s delay performance seems good, it
is very sensitive to the PU interruption and SU collisions—
unavailability of the dedicated data-channels lead to an
impasse, implying infinite delay and zero throughput. On
the other hand, in spite of its poor delay performance, IR
may be a good candidate if each sender CR knows what to
transmit right upon or before rendezvous and the data are
generally small.

3.3 The Need for Self-Channel Selection

As CRs are free to send both small and large data, the above
practical findings point out three challenges that need be
addressed to improve the data transmission, namely, (1) to
shorten the notification and interruption delay, (2) to reduce
the chance of interruption, and (3) to avoid congestion to
reduce long idle & waiting time for large data.

Instead of trying to improve the data-channel negotiation
schemes on-by-one or to propose a new scheme, we identify
a step, called the self-channel selection, preceding the rendez-
vous (as shown in Fig. 1) that can benefit all existing data-
channel negotiation schemes by addressing the above three
challenges simultaneously. Before formally defining this
step, we take a quick detour to introduce the concept of
channel stability.

The channel stability varies largely among channels
under the Condition 3. Thus, the channel stability should
reflect the ability and degree that a channel can stay available
without PU and SU interferences. Here, we define the stabil-
ity of a channel as its continuous and available interval
started from the current time to the future. Althoughwe can-
not know the available time in the future, however, by ana-
lyzing past activities of PUs using existing channel modeling
techniques [7], [8], [9], we can predict with high confidence
whether a channel will be occupied by PUs in a short time.
We formally define the channel stability as follows:

Fig. 4. Multi-slot transmission time of the four data-channel negotiation schemes (the idle and waiting time for IR avg. and IR worst 5 percent are
1,480 and 2,745 seconds, respectively).

Fig. 3. (a) Single-slot transmission time of the four data-channel negotia-
tion schemes. (b) Interruption rate of all transmissions for multi-slot
transmission.
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Definition 2 (Channel Stability). Given two channel states
as available and unavailable, if a channel is in a state a0 at a time
t1 and keep in the state until a time t2, where t2 > t1, then the

stability at t1 for the channel is defined as ð�1Þiðt2 � t1Þ, where
i ¼ 0 if a0 is the available state, otherwise i ¼ 1.

In a channel stability model, we let t1 be the current time
and predict the changing time of the available state t2. Thus,
a channel will have a positive stability if it is currently avail-
able; otherwise negative. There are two common ways to
establish the channel stability model based on either central-
ized or distributed historical channel statistics respectively.
In this paper, we assume each CR has a distributed stability
model and we define the model Li of a CR i as a list of chan-
nel stability for all channels that i sensed and predicted.

Now we are able to formally define the self-channel
selection. Assume that U ¼ f0; 1; 2; . . .g, jU j ¼ n, is the set
of channels sensible to CRs. Let Di � U be the set of non-
idle channels that CR i perceives. And each CR i has a chan-
nel stability model Li, which provides a sorted list of stable
channels that more stable ones in the top of Li.

Problem 3 (Self-Channel Selection). On each CR i, select a
set of available channels Vi � UnDi such that (a) jVij is as
small as possible; (b) channels in Vi are in the top of Li while
ensuring that (c) for any pair of CRs i and j, where
ðUnDiÞ \ ðUnDjÞ 6¼ ; so that i and j are able to rendezvous,
we have Vi \ Vj 6¼ ; so that i and j can still rendezvous by hop-
ping among their respectively self-selected channels following
the CH sequences given by a short-cycled CH scheme; and that
(d) the overlaps of the selected channels of different CR pairs
spread out the entire U to avoid congestion in data
transmission.

The criterion (a) shortens the notification and interrup-
tion delay because with a short-cycled CH scheme, the ren-
dezvous delay can be reduced from Oðn2Þ to OðjVij2Þ and
the notification delay can be reduced from OðnÞ to OðjVijÞ in
SIB and FIB. The criterion (b) reduces the chance of inter-
ruption under Condition 3 since channels used for data
transmissions are now stable. The criterion (d) reduces long
idle & waiting time for large data, and the criterion (c) pre-
serves the network connectivity. Next, we describe our idea
to cope with practical conditions mentioned in Section 2.1.

4 THE RSSD SELECTION SCHEME

To solve Problem 3, we propose the Randomly-Started
Stability-Descent scheme. Although the conditions listed in
Section 2.1 implies that communications among CRs are
very unstable, we leverage the characteristics of these con-
ditions to design a communication stabilization scheme for
these CRs. The intuition of the selection scheme is that we
make each CR select relatively stable channels to avoid
interruption (by Condition 3) under following rules: we
make the CR select a long string of consecutive channels
where those channels are under relatively low usage for
the CR (by Condition 1), and then for those channels are
sporadically PU occupied, we make the CR select some
channels that at least one of them overlaps some channel
in the selected consecutive channel string of all other CRs.
Therefore, CRs can use fewer but more stable channels to
communicate and largely reduce the notification and

interruption delays. We design our algorithm based on the
sporadic channel utilization characteristic under Condi-
tion 2, and the detailed algorithm is stated below.

4.1 Algorithm

There are naive methods for self-channel selection. For
example, CR pairs can randomly select a common available
channel to satisfy criterion (c) but it may be vulnerable to
PU interruption, missing criterion (b); or CR pairs can select
the most stable channel to satisfy criterion (b), but it may
lead to serious congestion since the most stable channel
may be the same for nearby CRs, missing criterion (d). One
may even model the jVij’s as quorums returned by a quo-
rum system [3], [24] to satisfy criteria (a) and (d) simulta-
neously. However, existing construction schemes for
quorum systems creates strict rules on placing which chan-
nels to which quorums (in order to guarantee the overlaps
between quorums). Here, the presence of fDigi imposes
rules on not to place certain channels to certain quorums,
which can easily violate the construction rules and prevent
the construction schemes from satisfying criterion (c).

We present the Randomly-Started Stability-Descent algo-
rithm that can be run on individual CRs and allow each CR
to obtain its Vi in a distributed manner.

The basic ideas of RSSD are to (1) start from a high
threshold that selects only few most stable channels, and try
to return Vi. If no Vi can be found, then decrease the thresh-
old to consider less stable channels and repeat until Vi is
found; and (2) when finding Vi at a particular threshold
level, start from the random channel r in U and try to build
Vi by inspecting channels in rþ 1, rþ 2, and so on while
skipping the unavailable channels in Di. The steps (1) and
(2) are called the threshold descent and random start steps
respectively.

The detailed steps of RSSD are described in Algorithm 1.
Here, we say that two channels is the continuous elements
as their channel indices differ by 1. Each CR i first deter-
mines the stability threshold as the kth stablest channel sta-
bility, where k is initialized as the smallest quorum size

2
ffiffiffi
n
pb c [24], for selecting stable channels. It then finds the

cmax, which is the length of the longest continuous elements
inDi. If cmax >

ffiffiffi
n
pb c � 1, starting from a randomly selected

number r, the CR i seeks for the smallest set Hi of continu-
ous elements whose stability is larger than or equal to the
threshold and having size larger than cmax. Then the CR i
finds a set Ti of elements starting from the end of Hi to the
beginning of Hi (wrapped) where the distance between
every two adjacent elements is as long as possible but
shorter than or equal to jHij. Note that both Hi and Ti may
wrap around U , meaning the distance between any two ele-
ments a and b are measured by ðb� aÞmod jU j. Finally, the
CR i obtains Vi ¼ Hi [ Ti if Hi and Ti can be successfully
found during the threshold descent; otherwise, Vi ¼ UnDi.
The case for cmax 	 ffiffiffi

n
pb c � 1 is similar except that the CR i

seeks for the longest Hi with elements satisfying the thresh-

old such that cmax < jHj 	 ffiffiffi
n
pb c. We call that Vi ¼ Hi \ Ti

as a positive return and Vi ¼ UnD as a negative return.
The Vi returned by Algorithm 1 is not final. We divide the

neighbor discovery step in Fig. 1 into two phases. The first is
called the validation phase, where each CR hops among chan-
nels in UnDi (as if there was no self-channel selection) for
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MTTR slots. For each rendezvous with its neighbors hap-
pened during this phase, the CR adds the corresponding
common channel to jVij. Then, the CR enters the second
phase called the stable phase where jVij is final. From now
on, the CR hops among only those channels in jVij by adopt-
ing a short-cycled CH scheme [5], [16].

Algorithm 1. Randomly-Started Stability-Descent
Selection Algorithm

variables:
Input: U (jU j ¼ n),Di, and Li

Output: Vi

k 2
ffiffiffi
n
pb c

threshold channel stability of the kth elements in Li

cmax  length of the longest continuous elements inDi

r a random number chosen uniformly from U
repeat
//The threshold descent step
repeat
//The random start step
If cmax >

ffiffiffi
n
pb c � 1 then

Starting from r, find the first setH of continuous elements
whose stability
 threshold such that jHj ¼ cmax þ 1
Break if cannot find such H

end
else
Starting from r, find the first set H of continuous ele-
ments whose stability 
 threshold such that jHj is as

close to
ffiffiffi
n
pb c as possible and jHj > cmax

Break if cannot find such H
end
p the last element ofH
T  fpg
repeat
Starting from p, find the farthest element qwhose stability

 threshold such that ðq � pÞmod ðnÞ 	 jHj
Break if cannot find such q
Add q to T
p q

until q 2 H;
returnH [ T

until;
k++
threshold channel stability of the kth elements in Li

until threshold 	 0;
return UnDi

4.2 Analysis

Next, we analyze the RSSD algorithm in terms of the criteria
of Problem 3.

Criterion (c). The self-selected channels preserve network
connectivity.

Theorem 4. Given two CRs i and j with Vi � UnDi and
Vj � UnDj at the stable phase, we have Vi \ Vj 6¼ ; if
ðUnDiÞ \ ðUnDjÞ 6¼ ;.

Proof.We consider the caseswhere (i) both Vi and Vi are pos-
itive returns of RSSD, (ii) both Vi and Vi are negative
returns, and (iii) otherwise. For case (i), we have
Vi � Hi [ Ti and Vj � Hj [ Tj. Define the head, hi, of Vi as

the beginning element of Hi (but not necessary the small-
est element of Hi if Hi is wrapped around U ). We prove
that Vi \ Vj 6¼ ; for any i and j. Without loss of generality,
assume that jHij > jHjj. By definition of RSSD, there exist
jHij continuous elements from hi to hi þ jHij � 1 in Vi. If
hi 2 Vj, we are done. Otherwise, by definition of RSSD, the
distance (modulo n) between every two adjacent elements
in Vj must be less than or equal to jHjj. This implies that
there exists an element t in ðhi; hi þ jHjj � 1� in Vj. How-
ever, since hi þ jHjj � 1 	 hi þ jHij � 1, the element t is

also inHi. We have Vi \ Vj � ftg 6¼ ;.
For case (ii), Vi ¼ UnDi and Vj ¼ UnDj so Vi \ Vj ¼

ðUnDiÞ \ ðUnDjÞ 6¼ ;. For case (iii), without loss of gener-
ality, assume that Vi is a positive return of RSSD and Vj is
negative. During the validation phase of the neighbor dis-
covery step, CR i can rendezvous with CR j (Vj ¼ UnDj

and ðUnDiÞ \ ðUnDjÞ 6¼ ;), so all channels in ðUnDiÞ \
ðUnDjÞ are added to Vi, i.e., Vi � Hi [ Ti [ ððUnDiÞ \
ðUnDjÞÞ. We have Vi \ Vj 6¼ ;. tu
Criteria (b) and (d). These two criteria can be easily satis-

fied if Vi’s are positive returns of RSSD. For each Vi, the
threshold descent ensure that those most stable channels
will be included first. And, given a threshold, the RSSD
starts seeking channels from a randomly selected channel r;
making the channels in different Hi’s spread among the
entire UnDi. From the previous theorem, two positive Vi

and Vi must intersect at a channel in either Hi or Hj. Thus

the rendezvous can be spread out in UnðDi [DjÞ accord-
ingly. Furthermore, if Condition 2 holds, then CR pairs in
different geographical regions sense divergent Di [Dj,

implying that the rendezvous across regions can spread out
in the entire U . The question is: how likely will the RSSD
returns positively?

Theorem 5. Given U and Di. Let jU j ¼ n, jDij ¼ d, and cmax be
the length of the longest continuous elements in Di. The RSSD
is guaranteed to return positively if a) d 	 n=3; and b)
cmax < ðn� dÞ=db c.

Proof. The d 	 n=3 ensures that cmax < ðn� dÞ=db c is feasi-
ble. Let g be the number of groups of continuous elements
in Di (including groups with a single element). We have
1 	 g 	 d� cmax þ 1, where g ¼ d� cmax þ 1 when there
are d� cmax single-element groups and one group of cmax

elements. Given these g groups, there exists at least a set
L of continuous elements in UnDi of size larger than or
equal to ðn� dÞ=gb c. Since g 	 d� cmax þ 1 and cmax 
 1,
we have jLj 
 ðn� dÞ=gb c 
 ðn� dÞ=ðd� cmax þ 1Þb c 

ðn� dÞ=db c > cmax. The set L can be picked as H and the
probe scheme returns. tu
In practice, the RSSD has a good chance to return posi-

tively due to Conditions 1 and 2. For example, let n ¼ 100
and d ¼ n=10 ¼ 10 by Condition 1. In such a case, v 	 n=3 is
satisfied, so cmax needs to be larger than or equal to
ð100� 10Þ=10b c ¼ 9 to break the guarantee. However, by
Condition 2, it is unlikely that 9 out of the 10 occupied chan-
nels are continuous. We will study the positive return rate
further in the experiments.

Criterion (a).Another advantage of the RSSD is that it is able
to produce small-sized quorums in general CR environments.
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Theorem 6. Given U and Di, let jU j ¼ n, jDij ¼ d, cmax be the
length of the longest continuous elements in Di, and h ¼
maxðcmax þ 1;

ffiffiffi
n
p Þ. The size of a positive return jVij of RSSD

is at most hþ 2 ðn� hÞ=hd e.
Proof. From Algorithm 1, the size of a positive return jVij is

equal to jH [ T j ¼ jHj þ jTnHj ¼ hþ jTnHj, which is
maximal when the distance between any two adjacent ele-
ments in jTnHj is minimized. We first prove that for any
three successive elements a, b, and c in jHnT j, the distance
between a and b plus the distance between b and c cannot
be shorter than hþ 1. If the element aþ h is not occupied,
we have b ¼ aþ h. In this case, c is at least aþ hþ 1
and we are done. Otherwise, let x be the number of occu-
pied elements counting backward from aþ h. We have
b ¼ aþ h� x. The element c can be no smaller than
bþ xþ 1 ¼ ðaþ h� xÞ þ xþ 1 ¼ aþ hþ 1. We obtain the
proof. This implies that any interval of length h inNnH has
at most two elements. Therefore, jTnHj is at most 2 ðn�d
hÞ=he.We have jH [ T j ¼ hþ jTnHj 	 hþ 2 ðn� hÞ=hd e.tu
We can see that jVij is bounded by Oð ffiffiffi

n
p Þ if cmax ¼

Oð ffiffiffi
n
p Þ. In practice, this is supported by Condition 2.

Furthermore, with high chance of positive return given by
the previous Theorem, few channels would be added to Vi

during the validation phase. The final Vi is likely to be small
as well.

Theorem 7. Given U and Di. Let jU j ¼ n, jDij ¼ d, and cmax be
the length of the longest continuous elements in Di. The RSSD
is guaranteed to have a positive return with smallest quorum
size 2

ffiffiffi
n
pb c if d 	 b ffiffiffi

n
p c � 1.

Proof. Let d PU-occupied channels separate U evenly into
dþ 1 groups and the length of longest continuous ele-
ments in UnDi will be n=ðdþ 1Þ, which is the shortest
when jDij ¼ d. The d 	 b ffiffiffi

n
p c � 1 ensures that the size to

the set H to be b ffiffiffi
n
p c and implies cmax 	 b ffiffiffi

n
p c � 1 that the

set T can always be found with size b ffiffiffi
n
p c. Thus size of

positive return will be 2
ffiffiffi
n
pb c if d 	 b ffiffiffi

n
p c � 1. tu

Note that given an arbitrary Di, where jDij > b
ffiffiffi
n
p c � 1,

RSSD may not always has positive return. Although the
set T in Algorithm 1 can always be found by picking the
elements right before and after the set of continuously occu-
pied elements of length cmax, however, H may not be found
by Algorithm 1. A sufficient condition for the positive
return is given below.

Theorem 8. Given U and p, the probability of channel occupancy
for every channel. Let jU j ¼ n and jVij be the size of positive
return of RSSD and cmax be the length of the longest continu-
ous elements in Di. The probability that 2b ffiffiffi

n
p c 	 jVij 	

3b ffiffiffi
n
p c when cmax < b ffiffiffi

n
p c will higher than or equal to

nð1� pÞb
ffiffi
n
p cð1� p

b ffiffinp c
2 Þ2b

ffiffi
n
p c�2.

Proof. Divide U into 2b ffiffiffi
n
p c � 1 groups of continuous chan-

nels that the head group with size of b ffiffiffi
n
p c and the other

groups with size of b
ffiffi
n
p c
2 . Let the channels in head group be

all available for the CR, and the probability is ð1� pÞb
ffiffi
n
p c.

And we let each group of the other groups has at least one

available channel in it, the probability is ð1� p
b ffiffinp c
2 Þ2b

ffiffi
n
p c�2.

We can let the head group be the setH and make sure that
the set T can be found due to the distances between any
two available channels in other groups will not be larger

than 2 � b
ffiffi
n
p c
2 � 1, and the jV j ¼ jH [ T j will not be larger

than 3b ffiffiffi
n
p c. Thus the the probability that 2b ffiffiffi

n
p c 	 jVij 	

3b ffiffiffi
n
p c when cmax < b ffiffiffi

n
p c will be larger than ð1� pÞb

ffiffi
n
p c

ð1� p
b ffiffinp c
2 Þ2b

ffiffi
n
p c�2. Using the same example above, let

n ¼ 100 and p ¼ 0:1 by Condition 1, the probability for

RSSD to return Vi 	 3b ffiffiffi
n
p c is larger than 34.68 percent.

However, we do not consider the probability when
cmax 
 b

ffiffiffi
n
p c here, the probability for RSSD to return

jVij 	 3b ffiffiffi
n
p cmay bemuch larger. tu

5 PRACTICAL ADAPTATIONS

Considering some practical application scenarios, we fur-
ther improve the RSSD by leveraging the additional infor-
mation the CRs get during the data-channel negotiation. For
example, we can leverage the synchronous clocks among a
pair of CRs to reduce the re-rendezvous time (the main
cause to make a interruption delay to be extremely large) if
they synchronize their clocks during data transmission.
And after re-rendezvous, the CRs can know their own roles.
We can take advantage of known roles to let CRs select
fewer and more stable channels to be data-channels.

5.1 Leveraging the Synchronous Clocks

We can leverage the synchronous clocks among CRs to
reduce the very long re-rendezvous time from OðjUj2Þ
to OðjU jÞ slots. For a pair of CRs consisting of a sender
and a receiver, they need to re-rendezvous if they do not
have any common available channel after one or more PU
interruptions or SU collisions. However, the clocks of the
sender and receiver can be synchronized during the data
transmission before they re-rendezvous. Legitimately,
we can assume that the sender and receiver synchronize
their clocks and can start re-rendezvous at the same time.
Let both of them use the same cycle length jU j. We pro-
pose a Sync Channel Hopping (SCH) scheme customized
for RSSD with synchronous clocks. We describe SCH in
the following:

Let Si be the CH sequence generated by SCH and let the

cycle length jS½x�i j in every xth cycle be jU j. The starting time
of rendezvous cycles should be aligned among all CRs in
the network, where every CR can know the index of current
time slot in the rendezvous cycle.We assign channels to Si by

s
½x;y�
i ¼

y; x ¼ 0 and y 2 Vi;
an arbitrary element of Vi; x ¼ 0 and y =2 Vi;

s
½x�1;y�
i ; otherwise;

8<
:

where s
½x;y�
i ¼ y means that CR i should hop the channel

which is indexed y in U (indexed from 0) at the yth slot in
the xth cycle and Vi is the selected stable channels by RSSD.

Theorem 9. Given any pair of CRs i and j with synchronous
clocks following the CH sequences Si and Sj generated by SCH
respectively, the CRs i and j will rendezvous within OðjUjÞ
slots as long as both i and j get positive returns by RSSD, i.e.,
Vi ¼ Hi [ Ti and Vj ¼ Hj [ Tj.
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Proof. By Theorem 4, we have Vi \ Vj 6¼ ;, and without loss
of generality, we assume there exists a channel c,
c 2 Vi \ Vj and c 2 U . By definition of SCH, i and j can
know when is the cth slot in the aligned rendezvous cycle
and both of them will hop to the channel c at that time
slot, so that they can rendezvous within the slot. Due to
c 2 U , the MTTR is bounded by jU j. tu
As a pair of CRs can know if they have no common avail-

able channels when the interruption occurs, they can switch
to use SCH for re-rendezvous intermediately. Thus, the
delay for re-rendezvous is largely reduced and bounded by
OðjUjÞ slots.

5.2 Leveraging the Known Roles

After re-rendezvous, the CRs have known their own roles
(either sender or receiver), and we hope that CRs can select
more stable channels than the last selection to avoid re-ren-
dezvous again. We can exploit the known roles to stabilize
the selection by lightly modifying the output of RSSD to be
the new selection. Our idea is that if a CR can select less
channels for data-channel negotiation, it can increase the
threshold of channel stability in RSSD algorithm and gets a
selection with more stable channels. Let the sender i select a

set of stable channels Vi that Vi ¼ Hi, where jHij ¼
ffiffiffiffiffijUp j.

And let the receiver j select a set of stable channels Vj ¼ Tj,
where the distance (modulo jU j) between every two adjacent

elements in Vj must be less than or equal to
ffiffiffiffiffijUp j. By doing

that, we make the number of selected channels to be smaller
than the original selection for both the sender and receiver.
And by the proof of Theorem 4, we have Vi \ Vj ¼ Hi\ Tj 6¼ ;
that sender and receiver can find at least one common chan-
nel to be their data-channel and it is likely to be more stable
than the original selection.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We implement RSSD and three data-channel negotiation
schemes, IR, FIB and SIB, by modifying WiFi MAC using
Network Simulator 3 (NS3). All these implementations
follow the IEEE 802.11b protocol to manage the data trans-
mission. We simulate random PU interference by modeling
the channel stability based on real measurements [13]. In
our default setting, the initial spectrum occupancy is set to
0.1. And we set the time to the next PU interference or each
CR, which also means its available time from now on,
follows a channel stability model that the time is assigned

by the channel vacancy length fitting function derived from
the real measurement [13] with TV1 parameters. We first let
the channel stability be estimated without any error to see if
RSSD can work properly (Figs. 5, 6 and 7), and then we
show the performance of RSSD under a practical environ-
ment with estimation errors (Fig. 8).

In the simulation, number of universal channels jUj is set
to 60. We allocate 30 CRs randomly in a 500 m2 square and
let each CR have a transmitting radius 250 m. A time slot is
set to 10 ms for both the rendezvous scheme and single-slot
transmission [5]. A single-slot transmission will last for
9:5 ms that is close to a time slot. And the data transmission
time for a multi-slot transmission is a random variable

Fig. 5. The average single-slot transmission time and the percentage of reduced time by RSSD under varying methods.

Fig. 6. (a) The average time over the longest 5 percent of multi-slot
transmission of IR and IR with RSSD under varying packet sizes.
(b) The average time over the longest 5 percent of multi-slot transmis-
sion of SIB and FIB with and without RSSD under varying packet sizes.
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under a normal distribution with the mean, 15 s, and the
standard deviation, 5 s. Each sender CR has a data queue,
and we make the queue be full when starting a simulation.
The sender CR can notify and start transmission when hop-
ping to a common available channel with a receiver CR.
Each simulation run lasts for 1;000 s, and each data point is
obtained by averaging 50 runs.

We compare the performance of data-channel negotia-
tion schemes, IR, FIB, SIB and OB, with and without
RSSD. For SIB, a CR pair will select the data-channel with
largest channel stability between them, and then applies
RSSD to rendezvous channels and dedicated data-chan-
nels respectively. We do not compare these data-channel

negotiation methods with OB due to that OB using the
dedicated data channels may fail without a centralized
coordination. Besides, after self-channel selection by
RSSD, we adopt a short-cycle CH scheme [5] for the
neighbor discovery, and perform the practical adaptations
mentioned in Section 4.2.

Positive Return Rate: To evaluate the positive return rate
of RSSD in the practical environment, we generate 1,000
cases of spectrum occupancy probabilities according to the
real spectrum usage measurement [13]. For each simulation,
we set PU-occupied probabilities for the channels by one of
1,000 cases. We run the RSSD under 1,000 different cases
and get a 99.73 percent of positive return rate. This result
coincides with our analysis that RSSD has high probability
to get a positive return.

Single-slot Transmission: The performance bottlenecks of
the single-slot transmission are the notification delay and
the interruption delay. By reducing the size of selected
channels from jU j to jV j (approximately 2b ffiffiffiffiffiffiffijU jp c men-
tioned in Section 4.1), a sender CR only needs to traverse
less than a half number of original channels to notify the
receiver. Fig. 5 gives the experimental evidence, and we
can see that RSSD shortens the transmission time by more
than 50 percent for all data-channel negotiation schemes.
And the re-rendezvous time, which is the largest part of

interruption delay, is also largely reduced from OðjU j2Þ to
OðjV j2Þ. This also reduces the idle time between two ren-
dezvous slots of IR while the rendezvous time is much
smaller.

Multi-slot Transmission: For multi-slot transmission, inter-
ruption delay and waiting time for congestion are the two
main sources of performance degradation. RSSD mitigate
the impact of interruption by selecting stable channels as
data-channels. For IR, since the current rendezvous schemes
are designed to avoid interruptions from other CRs, IR is
inherently robust to PU interruptions that CRs following IR
scheme, which exchange data only on their rendezvous
channels, will be nearly not affected by interruptions.
Because the interruption rate is originally low for IR, RSSD
can only reduce few interruptions for IR. (as shown in
Fig. 7). However, RSSD greatly decreases IR’s transmission
time by selecting a much smaller and stable Vi to shorten
the waiting time incurred by using Vi for channel hopping
as shown in Fig. 6.

On the other hand, RSSD achieves at least 15 percent
reduction for the longest 5 percent transmission for SIB and
FIB, because CRs following SIB or FIB are originally prone

Fig. 7. The average interruption rate over longest 5 percent of multi-slot transmission under varying methods.

Fig. 8. (a) The average time over the longest 5 percent of multi-slot
transmission of IR with RSSD under varying stability model error.
(b) The average interruption rate over longest 5 percent of multi-slot
transmission under varying stability model error.
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to be interrupted as we observed in Fig. 4 and RSSD lets CRs
not over-crowd into the same most stable channels, RSSD
spreads common stable channels of different pair to differ-
ent channels thus reduce the degree of congestion and SU
collisions. Fig. 7 shows the interruption rate which consists
of PU interruption rate and SU collision rate. We can see
that RSSD reduces 70 percent of interruption for SIB that it
tends to stay longer on a data-channel thus having higher
chance to be interrupted by an unstable channel. For FIB,
which is naturally not easy to be interrupted, RSSD still
reduces 56 percent of interruption for it.

Effect of Stability Model Error: We assume the channel
stability can be estimated without any error in Algorithm
1, however, this assumption is not practical in the real CR
environment. Here, we investigate the effect of model error
that we add a random model error under a normal distri-
bution with a mean e to the available time t. We varying e
from 0 to 0:3t and the results shown in the Fig. 8. We can
see that the larger model error only increases slightly
higher transmission time for IR and almost does not
change the interruption rate for SIB and FIB. Based on the
results, we believe that RSSD can work efficiently in real
environment even if there are some model error.

Effect of Spectrum Occupancy: We study the RSSD perfor-
mance under the different spectrum occupancy and show
the results in Fig. 9. The higher spectrum occupancy,

which means there are fewer channels available for CRs,
reduces the performance of RSSD due to the probability of
positive return is getting smaller. However, RSSD achieves
at least 45 percent reduction of the interruption for SIB and
FIB, and can shorten the transmission time as least 39 per-
cent for IR. Even the spectrum occupancy will affect the
RSSD performance, RSSD can still improve the data trans-
mission in some higher occupancy environment.

7 RELATED WORK

There are not many studies about the data-channel negotia-
tion and data transmission between channel-hopping CR
pairs. Existing CH schemes [3], [21], [22], [23] select the
data-channel either use FIB [3], [23] or IR [21], [22] that
follow the receiver’s schedule to transmit data or transmit
in the rendezvous slot. Note that SSCH [22] which adopts
IR does not allow the change of hopping schedules, but it
will extend the current slot to wait for the completion of the
current packet. These works did not discuss the detail com-
munication steps such as notification and re-transmission.
And they focus on investigating the performance of multi-
hop transmission, which is different from our focus in iden-
tifying and eliminating the causes of overhead in pairwise
data transmission. Our results can also benefit the multi-
hop transmission performance.

Another kind of selection methods [7], [8], [9] adopt SIB
and select the most stable channels as the data-channels by
using channel modeling or other criteria indicating channel
quality. They can also be seen as OB schemes if data-chan-
nels are dedicated. They make good use of channel model
and can pick out high-quality data-channels. However,
these works did not consider different selection strategies
for different data sizes. Also, many works [25], [26] address
broadcasting issues in CRN, but we focus on unicast
between a CR pair may be suitable for more applications.
Some work also studies distributed channel selection for
Wi-Fi like environments [27], [28] but does not consider
characteristics, such as PU dynamics, of cognitive radios.

Being in a separate step, RSSD is complementary to all
the above schemes (and even the rendezvous schemes)
in that it improves the stability and reduce significant over-
head of data transmission.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we review existing data-channel negotiation
schemes for channel-hopping CRs, and compare four kinds of
existing data-channel negotiation schemes for channel hop-
ping CRs through qualitative discussion and quantitative
measurement of their performance.We find and demonstrate
that notification delay and interruption delay makes perfor-
mance unstable in the dynamic environments. Based on the
results, we observe that current in-band schemes, although
fully-distributed, incur a huge notification delay for short
data transmissions and the instability for long data trans-
missions due to occasional interruption delay. By carefully
re-examining the current communication step, we propose
a new channel selection step preceding the rendezvous
and data channel selection steps, called self-channel selec-
tion. We formally define self-channel selection problem,
and the RSSD is proposed to solve the problem that

Fig. 9. (a) The percentage of reduced average time over the longest
5 percent of multi-slot transmission of IR with RSSD compared to IR
without RSSD under varying spectrum occupancies. (b) The percentage
of reduced average interruption rate over longest 5 percent of multi-slot
transmission of SIB and FIB with RSSD compared to them without
RSSD under varying spectrum occupancies.
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minimizes notification and re-transmission cost. We also
discuss the practical usage of RSSD and its optimizations.
Specifically, we propose a unified method to integrate
RSSD with most existing CH rendezvous schemes (for in-
band data transmission). Simulation results show that
RSSD achieves more than 50 percent delay reduction for
single-slot data transmission, and avoids at most 70 per-
cent of interruptions for multi-slot transmission, it also
work great even if the channel stability model are not per-
fect and can still improve the transmission performance
when the spectrum occupancy get higher.

However, currently not all data-channel negotiation
schemes and environments equally benefit from RSSD on
the improvement of stability. A dynamic adjusting method
to different schemes and environments, for example, an
algorithm to adjust threshold based on the number of neigh-
boring CRs, would be great to be integrated into the self-
channel selection algorithm. Another critical issue is that
CRs may have varying channel models at different time
periods in a day or in a week. An investigation on RSSD and
data-channel negotiation performance are essential, and col-
lecting more CR network traces and simulating more realis-
tic channel models are key subjects of our future study.
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